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Exporting and productivity 

 Does trade induce learning by exporting firms and, if so, through 
what channels? 

 A large literature looking at the relationship between productivity, 
learning and international trade. 

 Trade and productivity 
 De Loecker (2007); Van Biesebroeck (2006); Aw, Chung and 

Roberts (2000) 
 Trade and upgrading 
 Verhoogan (2008); Lileeva and Trefler (2010); Bustos (2011); 

Kugler and Verhoogan (2012); Bastos, Silva and Verhoogan 
(2014) 
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What we do 

 Gather data from garment factories in Bangladesh (and ongoing, 
other countries). The factories are: 
 large exporters 
 domestically owned 

 The data: 
 allow a very detailed measure of productivity at the sub-factory 

(production line) level.  
 Come from a large number of factories, and are comparable 

across factories. 
We use the data: 
  to demonstrate substantial heterogeneity in productivity across 

lines within plants.  
 Then ask: Does the identity of the buyer account for at least part 

of that dispersion?  



Productivity dispersion 

 Dispersion of productivity across production units, higher in lower-
income countries 
 Hsieh Klenow (2009), Syverson et al (various), Bloom et al 

(various); Foster and Rosenzweig (2010) 
 But also within firms 
 Chew, Clark and Bresnahan (1990) 



Productivity and learning 

 Data from internal records of firms in the ready-made garment 
(RMG) sector, in Bangladesh. We focus on the sewing operations.  

 Data have been collected in the context of projects on management 
training in the RMG sector in Bangladesh 

 Female operators-to-supervisors (60 + 20 factories) 
 Existing supervisors (26 factories) 

 Production line level data on efficiency at the line level 
 
Why do we think these data are particularly interesting to address 

these questions?  



Measuring productivity 

 The data allow us to compare physical output across production lines 
and across factories, even when the lines / factories are producing 
different products.  
 Foster, Haltiwanger and Syverson (2008) – Q, with very 

homogeneous goods 
Many studies – R with multiproduct firms 
 RMG: multiproduct firms, but we think we can get very close to Q, 

at least for the sewing operations. 
 Standard Minute Values (SMVs): An international standard for how 

long it should take to sew a given stitch.  



Within firm administrative 
  date 

We also have the transaction-level customs data that give us unit cost 
information + the identity of the seller and the buyer.  
 From NBR, 2005 – 2012 
 In theory, the factories in our sample can be matched to the 

customs data. 
 In practice, this match is difficult because factories may 

export through others (groups, etc.) 
 Instead, we will use measures of buyer ‘quality’ from the customs 

data, matched to the within-firm, production line data on the 
buyer of the item being produced.  
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Within firm administrative 
  data 

NBR Customs records: 
Transaction-level, including  
identity of the seller the 
buyer. 

Factory data: 
Line-level production data  
(more detail soon), including 
buyers in a subset of the 
factories. 

Measure of buyer 
quality. 

Measure of line- 
level productivity 

Is within-factory productivity 
related to buyer quality? 



Measuring productivity in the 
  RMG sector 

http://www.rnb.com.ph/orgchart1.jpg  
 



Line-level productivity 

 
 
 
 
 

http://static.guim.co.uk/sys-images/Environment/Pix/pictures  
 



Outline of the project: 
  Characteristics of factories 
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Motivation 
Measuring productivity in RMG sewing 
 Productivity dispersion and persistence 
 Is productivity related to buyer quality? 

 
 
 
 



Defining productivity 

 
 
 
 
 

www.juko.com.pl 



Defining productivity 

 
 
 
 
 



Measuring productivity 

 Construct a measure which is essentially Q / L, where both are 
measured in minutes: 
 Output minutes / input minutes 
       [# pieces * SMV] / [# operators * runtime in minutes] 

 Typical factories in Bangladesh have efficiency levels of 35- 40 
percent by this measure; best factories ~ 60 percent 
 In Sri Lanka, 70 – 80 percent 

 Notes:  
 We focus on measures of efficiency in sewing only, since the training we conduct 

focuses on the sewing line. We generally ignore cutting, etc. 
 Capital obviously matters (though in sewing does not vary much within factory, 

typically); quality may as well (Hugo Boss vs. Walmart) 
 Several other outcomes of the training are of interest – quality defects, 

absenteeism. But all of these are important because they affect productivity.  
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Measuring productivity: 
 Sample of raw data 

One factory for one day… and other files on quality defects and absenteeism. 
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Productivity dispersion 

We can measure dispersion both across factories and within 
factories, across lines.  
 Across factory data are not always comparable. Sometimes 

factories report the international SMV, and then adjust for 
efficiency later; sometimes adjust SMV for efficiency.  
 Factories use SMVs to set production targets. Example: 20 operators work 

500 minutes each producing a shirt with an international SMV of 10 and 
efficiency of 50%: 

     {  (500*20) / 10  } * .50= 500 (Daily target) – SMV reported as 10; OR 
     { [(500*20) / (10 / .5)] } = 500 (Daily target) – SMV reported as 20 

Within factories, the measures will generally be consistent across 
lines. So we can look at within-factory dispersion in a lot of factories. 
But we (currently) have a much smaller set of factories where we are 
confident that the cross-factory comparisons are valid.  



Productivity data 

 A potential sample of 60 factories. But in this analysis we use a 
sample of 24 factories for which we have buyer data + efficiency data. 

 Data: 
 At the day- line level.  
 Typically every other month in these data. 
 Measures of number of workers present / absent, hours, quality 

defects. 
 Will use a sample of 35,000 day-line observations from 24 factories.  
 Measure of efficiency: [SMV * output] / [mins of oper * # workers] 



Dispersion: across and within 
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Across factories: 
75th / 25th: 1.95 ; 90th/10th = 2.79 
 

Benchmark (Syverson 2004 – VA / Hrs): 
75th / 25th = 1.92; 90th/10th = 4.02 
 

Within factory (across lines) 
75th / 25th = 1.22; 90th/10th = 1.64 
 
Samples: Across: 5 factories with most homogenous 
data; within:  



Persistence, across lines,  
     within factories 
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coef = .270***, se = .073



Persistence in efficiency 
  and buyer quality 



Dispersion and persistence: 
   very micro 

  Line                       date   buyer    Style       Item    Description  Color     SMV   Ord Q    Output      Plan       Effic.    Avg Eff                
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Measuring buyer quality 

 Can any of the dispersion be explained by buyer quality? 
 Use the customs data to run a regression of the form: 
 
 

 
 

 For the buyers identified in our factory sample, 1.2 million 
transactions over 8 years. 

 Our measure of buyer quality if the average of the residuals across all 
product categories in which the buyer is active. 
 Note that we know which HS codes our factories produce, but we 

have not used this in estimating the residual yet.  
 

 
 



Measuring buyer quality 

 

 This appears to produce reasonable values:  
 
 
 
 



How Specialized are Lines? 

Distribution of number of buyers on each line, over the sample period.  



How Specialized are Lines? 

Largest share of production days on a line allocated to a a single buyer.  



How Specialized are Factories? 

10th and 90th percentile buyer quality, by factory  



How Specialized are Factories 
  and lines? 

Distribution of buyer quality across and within factories.  



Buyer quality and productivity 

 
 
 
 
 

Higher end buyers also have lower quality defect rates (p=.01) and lower  
 absenteeism rates (=.07)  



Buyer quality and productivity 

 
 
 
 
 

From a different sample. Higher quality data, but only 7 factories as of now.  
Adding controls for machines and 



Buyer quality and productivity 

 Productivity is higher – markedly – when firms produce for higher-
end buyers 
 Even on the same production line 

 Is it learning? Not yet clear. 
 Better machines or workers.  
Managers say this is not the case. 
We have data from a new data set. Initial results indicate that 

controlling for these does not affect the buyer quality effects. 
 Increased managerial attention on these lines.  
 Buyer attention on these lines 



Going forward 

 A key question is whether the increase in productivity persists for at 
least some period when the line goes from high-end  low-end. 
 Even if there is real learning, reasons to think the measured 

effect will dissipate over time.   
Much more, and more complete, data being processed. Including 

measures of capital and labor quality.  
 Analysis of persistence effects on the line – does producing for a 

high-end buyer lead to higher productivity in subsequent production 
for lower-end buyers?  

We are also collecting data from factories in Pakistan, and plan to do 
so in other countries as well.  
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